Introduction
We will analyse the phenomenon called "spacing out" (Swan 2005) or "delay" (Clark & Fox Tree 2002) to elucidate anew the fact that speaking and writing condition the language users to assume distinct conceptions of language production and thereby complex sentential structures than speaking by various compacting processes:
'movement', 'deletion', 'insertion', 'embedding', etc.
Speakers entertain a self-conception of engaging in adding one linguistic unit after another for semantic accumulations, but writers do one of compacting linguistic forms into a smaller number of linear forms usually referred to as clauses or sentences. This difference in conception is partly attributable to what Chafe and Danielewicz (1987: 96-97) point out: "speakers can focus their consciousness on only a limited amount of material at one time", while writers "need not limit the production of language to what can be focused on at one time". We will argue that the difference also stems from the language user's diverse conceptions of language production and its management in the basic human activities of speaking and writing.
Section 2 will observe that the phenomenon handled as "spacing out" or "delay" is mostly marked with pragmatic markers in English and with pragmatic particles as well as comparable markers in Japanese. Section 3 will next discuss how speakers conceptualize their own speech production and its management to show that those markers and particles serve to mark the speakers' monitoring of their own mental gaze directed to either the conceptual content or the addressee in the conception of speech production. Section 4 will subsequently discuss how writers conceptualize their own writing production and management and will demonstrate that linguistic form manipulation in the writing event conception corresponds to mental gaze monitoring as language production management in speech event conception. After summarizing the distinct characteristics of speaking and writing event conceptions, Section 5 will put a new emphasis on the importance of describing grammars of speaking and writing in an appropriate conception of language production in both practical and theoretical terms.
Even though speaking and writing are intended to effect meaning accumulation (roughly speaking, understanding) by addressees and readers in the short or long run, their distinct conceptions of language production, its co-participant, management, and primary effect naturally motivate quite different grammars. This paper finally concludes that one major difference between the basic human activities of speaking and writing suggests itself as two distinct grammars concerned with the language user's mental attendance to language production itself, which typically manifests as mental gaze monitoring in speech and linguistic form manipulation in writing.
Pragmatic markers and particles in English and Japanese
The phenomenon called "spacing out" (Swan 2005) or "delay" (Clark & Fox Tree 2002) instantiates an integral part of speech production in English and Japanese.
Mostly manifested in pragmatic markers or particles, it can hardly be considered to constitute an essential part of writing production. This section outlines the two abovementioned studies, showing that neither of them can accommodate the versatile meanings and functions of pragmatic markers in general. Swan's notion of "spacing out" is, though very instructive and helpful, partially grounded on a misconception of speech event, reminiscent of Lakoff's (1987: 283) "Spatialization of Form Hypothesis."
Clark & Fox Tree's "delay" reflects a facet of an appropriate speech-event conception but a number of pragmatic markers are, unlike uh and um, hard to see as merely marking a delay in speaking. It is also inappropriate to understand pragmatic markers as "editing expressions" (Clark 2002: 12; Clark & Fox Tree 2002: 78) , because the notion of editing, germane to writing, is extraneous to speaking.
Spacing out
Giving the example sentences in (1), Swan (2005: 504) points out that speakers in informal speech often "space out" different elements of a sentence giving the hearer a little extra time to interpret each element before going on to the next.
(1) a. Last Wednesday it was, I was just going to work, ...
b.
It's terrible, you know, the unemployment down there.
c.
George Best -now he was a good player. interpret each element of his or her utterance before turning to the next. Writers, in contrast, do not ordinarily have such an intention, as is shown in (2), a written version of (1). In writing, if not meant to be a transcription of one's speech, the discourse pragmatic devices for "spacing out" are ordinarily left out, as in (2). In this sense, those devices can be seen as an integral part of speaking.
(2) a. Last Wednesday I was just going to work, ...
b.
The unemployment down there is terrible.
c.
George Best was now a good player.
d.
This guy who rang up is an architect.
e. We don't want to send a card to that couple we met in Berlin, do we?
f.
One of my brothers, whose wife is a singer, says...
g. I don't care.
h. I think you're making a big mistake.
i.
Well, Sylvia ...
Most of the devices adopted for spacing out could roughly be viewed as "pragmatic markers" (Aijmer 2013; Aijmer et al. 2006; Fraser 1996) in a broadest sense. Aijmer et al. (2006: 101) view "discourse particles" as belonging to "the more general category of pragmatic markers", which is "defined negatively: if a word or construction in an utterance does not contribute to the propositional, truth-functional content, then we consider it to be a pragmatic marker". Expressions such as It was and you know adopted in (1a-b) can be safely treated as pragmatic markers. The emphatic pronouns illustrated in (1g-h) can also be seen as pragmatic markers, because they are elements outside the argument structures involved and do not contribute to the propositional, truthfunctional content.
On the other hand, the resumptive pronouns (he and them) and the "extraposed" or "left-dislocated" phrases (George Best; This guy who rang up; That couple we met in Berlin; One of my brothers) in (1c-f) could not be regarded as pragmatic markers: the former function as arguments contributing, though highly schematically, to the propositional, truth-conditional content, and the latter are non-arguments but have a propositional contribution to the content. On a similar ground, you know in (1i) can hardly be viewed as a pragmatic marker. Our discussion below will largely concentrate on examples with bona fide pragmatic markers instantiated in (1a-b).
Although Swan's notion of "space out" is instructive and helpful for understanding the relevant phenomenon that is an integral part of speaking, we have to say that the notion is partially based on a certain misconception of speech event. We do not space out speech and its parts, because they are anything but spatial; rather, speech is essentially temporal, as suggested in Clark's studies reviewed in the next section. As long as the product of speech is written or printed, it can be spatialized. Speech could also be spatialized mentally, as Lakoff's (1987: 283) "Spatialization of Form Hypothesis"
indicates, but speakers ordinarily do not conceive of such spatial forms of speech when speaking and conversing. We need to look for a more factual account for the relevant phenomenon based on a more appropriate conception of speaking.
Delay
As Swan (2005: 504) but also for speakers themselves. Clark and Fox Tree (2002) introduce the notion of "delay" for a comparable phenomenon exemplified by interjections uh and um. Here speakers can be interpreted as giving themselves a little extra time to construct each part of their utterance before going on to the next in Swan's terms.
Discourse markers (Fraser 1990; Schiffrin 1987) , and more broadly pragmatic markers (Aijmer 2013; Aijmer et al. 2006; Fraser 1996) , instantiated in (3) are used to make "clarifications" and introduce "delays" (Clark 2004: 365; Clark & Fox Tree 2002: 74) .
We can here go one step further to say that pragmatic markers can generally serve to "space out'' the different elements of a sentence" (Swan 2005: 504) . They precede, intervene between, or follow parts of a sentence, "taken to be separate and distinct from the propositional content of the sentence" (Fraser 1996: 168) . In accordance with
Swan's description of spacing out, pragmatic markers are characteristic of "informal speech" (Swan 2005: 504) .
(3) Peter: and he's going to . go to the top, is he?
Reynard: well, . I mean this . uh Mallet said Mallet was uh said something about uh you know he felt it would be a good thing if u:h . if Oscar went, (1.2.370) (Clark 2004: 365, emphases ours) According to Clark (2004: 365) , "what Peter and Reynard actually produced was" (3), while (4) is its written version that he says "is an example worthy of a playwright".
Here as well, the pragmatic markers (or devices for "spacing out" in Swan's terms)
found in (3) are mostly left out, which testifies that they are basically an essential part of speech but extraneous to writing. Clark & Fox Tree's (2002) notion of "delay" is a temporal rather than spatial notion, reflecting a facet of the appropriate conception of speaking. However, pragmatic markers like well, you know, I mean, and so forth have a more specific meaning and function than uh and um do; they are hard to see as merely marking a delay in speaking.
Meanwhile Clark (2002: 12) treats I mean, or rather, you know, pardon, no, sorry, well, oh etc. as "editing expressions," but the notion of editing itself belongs to writing and is by nature inappropriate to speaking. We need to seek a more semanticfunctionally based explanation for the pertinent uses of the pragmatic markers in general.
Comparable phenomena in Japanese
The phenomenon treated as "spacing out" or "delay" can be found in Japanese as well.
The sentences in (5) show our translations of English examples (1a-b) above; (1b) can, however, be translated into two different formulations exemplified in (5b-c).
1 The pragmatic particles highlighted with boldface (-n-da-kedo-ne, -ne, -yo-ne, or -sa) serve for "spacing out" or "delay" in Swan's (2005) and Clark & Fox-Tree's (2002) terms.
(5) a.
Sensyuu-no suiyoobi-na-nda-kedo(-ne), sigoto-ni mukat-
last.week-GEN Wednesday-COP-EVD-though(-IP) work-to head.for-
... PROG-and(-IP) 'Last Wednesday it was, I was just going to work, and....' Hidoi-yo-ne, asoko-no situgyooritu(-wa (3) and (4) above, namely the spontaneous speech and its written version "worthy of a playwright" (Clark 2004: 365) , can be translated as in (7) and (8), respectively. The spoken version in (7) has pragmatic markers highlighted with underline (eeto 'well' or dakara 'so') and pragmatic particles highlighted with boldface (-ne 'you know' and -datte-sa 'I hear so'), while the written version in (8) does not have any of the markers and particles. Although there are some morpho-syntactic differences between pragmatic particles and markers, those Japanese devices for spacing out or delay can be functionally equated with pragmatic markers in English. Here as well, as far as they basically belong to speaking, which is not spatial but temporal by nature, they cannot be adequately treated as spacing-out devices alone. Nor is it sufficient to describe them as merely marking a delay in speech. Just as English pragmatic markers discussed in the previous sections, the related uses of Japanese pragmatic particles and markers call for a cognitive account based on an authentic speech event conception.
Speech event conception
We will here consider how a speaker conceptualizes his or her language production while actually speaking. Speaking is conceptualized as the speaker's adding on parts of an utterance to accumulate their evoked meanings into a composite conception of event or state along with monitoring his or her mental gaze directed to either (part of) the conception or the addressee. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 will first examine the speaker's conception of spontaneous speech production with regard to Japanese examples (5) and (7) above. Next Section 3.3 will look at the corresponding English examples. 
Adding on for meaning accumulation
Language production in spontaneous speech is based on what Biber et al. (1999 Biber et al. ( : 1068 call "the add-on strategy", whereby "the utterance neatly divides into a linear sequence of finite clause-like units, which follow in line without overlap or interruption." 2 Ironically, Biber et al. explain this important aspect of spontaneous speech in terms of 'neatly dividing the utterance' rather than 'putting together the units of the utterance.'
As a matter of fact, each utterance is built up with its units being added on, not divided into a linear sequence of units. It has been noted before that such add-on units are to a very considerable extent prefabricated parts; therefore, utterances in everyday speech can be "viewed as a kind of pastiche, pasted together in an improvised way out of ready-made elements" (Hopper 1998: 166) .
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In the above citation, Biber et al. view an "add-on" structure as "a linear sequence of finite clause-like units." However, the structure of speech need not be "linear" though that of writing is so. Here again, Biber et al. assume that parts of utterances to be added on are spatial. As noted in Section 2.1, speech is not spatialized unless it is written or printed. Speakers could spatialize it mentally by imagining it graphically but they do not necessarily conceive of such spatial forms of speech when actually speaking and conversing. Langacker (1997: 3) contends "linear order, more precisely described as temporal order, is a primary dimension of phonological structure". What matters here is "order", which is "temporal" rather than "linear". We can see such add-on and accumulation of meaning in Japanese example (7), repeated below. In response to Peter's question, Reynard starts his utterance with pragmatic markers eeto 'well' and dakara 'so', which do not have any semantic contribution to the event conception (or propositional content in Fraser's (1996: 168) or Aijmer et al.'s (2006: 101) After inserting a pragmatic marker followed by a pragmatic particle (eeto-ne 'well, you know') with no propositional contributions, Reynard subsequently adds on Osukaa-ga morae-tara ii-na 'It would be good if (I) win Oscar' and concludes his utterance with a further pragmatic-particle sequence -datte-sa 'I hear so, I say'. The speech content of 'It would be good if (I) win Oscar' is located in the formerly evoked conception of 'Mallet's telling Reynard something in the past', both of which are thus accumulated into a composite whole of speech event conception.
The cognitive process of meanings (images or concepts) being added on and accumulated is primarily assumed to occur in addressees, who will conceive of one meaning after another that is evoked by each part of an utterance. In contrast, speakers may, before producing the utterance, envisage an image or conception of event or state, however vaguely, that they would like to share with their addressees. 4 At the same time, nonetheless, the process of adding on one meaning after another and accumulating them into a composite conception of event or state can also occur in speakers, so to speak, by rehearsing a meaning accumulation that is intended to take place in their addressees. The discussion below will focus on this speaker's facet of meaning accumulation.
Mental gaze monitoring as speech production management
The previous section explained that parts of an utterance and their evoked meanings are accumulated into a composite event conception in speakers as well as addressees.
This explanation did not deal with the meaning and function of pragmatic markers and particles but merely characterized them as being not contributory to the composite event conception. We will here argue that pragmatic (interjectory and sentence-final) particles and some pragmatic markers (discourse markers and interjections) in Japanese serve to represent the speaker's self-monitoring of mental gaze. 5 Such mental gaze monitoring can be best understood as a management of speech production. Mental gaze is assumed to be directed either to the addressee (addressee-directed) or to the speaker's own conception of what he or she is talking about (conceptiondirected). Although not using such a term or notion as mental gaze, Leech and Svartvik (1975: 23) Mental gaze monitoring can be located in the function of the pragmatic markers and particles used in the Japanese examples given above. We will first look at the speech event conception of (5a) given in Section 2.3. In conversation settings, as can be diagramed in Figure Here, the speaker is depicted to conceive of one meaning after another by adding on the parts of an utterance that evoke those meanings, accumulating the meanings into a composite conception of event or state. More often than not, however, he or she may envisage a composite conception of event or state before producing the utterance that he or she would like to share with his or her addressee. The meaning accumulation depicted in the upper balloon of the diagrams, therefore, will amount to the speaker's rehearsal of such an accumulation as expected to occur in the addressee's mind.
The speech event conception in (5b) can also be diagramed in a similar way. The speaker first conceives of 'terrible' and speaks it out as a lower balloon, as diagramed The speech event conception of another formulation in (5c) can also be described in a similar manner. Here, the speaker first conceives of 'the unemployment there' and speaks it out, as diagramed in Figure 3 (a). Next he or she adds the pragmatic particlesa 'I say' to monitor his or her mental gaze directed to the addressee, as depicted in We have so far seen that pragmatic particles mark addressee-directed mental gaze monitoring. In Reynard's speech event conception in (7), pragmatic markers are adopted to mark the monitoring of conception-directed mental gaze as well as pragmatic particles for marking addressee-direct mental gaze. First, the speaker, Reynard, uses the pragmatic marker eeto 'well' and dakara 'so' to monitor his mental gaze directed to his conception of what he is trying to talk about, which is indicated with a blue broken-line arrow, as diagramed in Figure 4 he is trying to say, as depicted in Figure 4(c) , and then adds the pragmatic particle -ne 'you know' to monitor, this time, the mental gaze directed to the addressee Peter, as in As demonstrated so far, interjectory particles like (-nda) (-kedo and -ka(-na) 'I wonder' can be adopted in monologues as well as dialogues instantiated in (7) above.
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Sensyuu-no suiyoobi-na-nda-kedo(-ne), sigoto-ni mukat-
PROG-and(-IP)
'Last Wednesday it was, I was just going to work, and....'
b.
Hidoi-yo-ne, asoko-no situgyooritu(-wa).
be. there-GEN unemployment:rate-TOP be.terrible 'The unemployment there is terrible '.
Analogous view of English pragmatic markers
In English as well, some pragmatic markers can be viewed as serving to represent the monitor his or her mental gaze directed to the addressee, which could be depicted with a red broken-line arrow as in Figure 1( (1) a. Last Wednesday it was, I was just going to work, ...
b.
Likewise, the speaker of (1b) first conceives of 'something terrible' and speaks it out:
It's terrible. He or she further employs the discourse marker you know to monitor his or her mental gaze directed to the addressee, which could be depicted with a red broken-line arrow as in Figure 1 Reynard's speech event conception in (3), repeated below, can also be described in a comparable way to that in its Japanese translation in (7). First Reynard uses the pragmatic marker well to monitor his mental gaze directed to his conception of what he is trying to talk about, which can be depicted with a blue broken-line arrow as in Figure 4 (a). Next he adds the pragmatic marker or comment clause I mean this to monitor his mental gaze directed to the addressee Peter, which can be described with a red broken-line arrow as in Figure 4 
Writing event conception
Section 3 demonstrated that a speaker conceptualizes his or her speech production as a process of adding on parts of an utterance to accumulate their evoked meanings into a composite conception of event or state along with monitoring his or her mental gaze directed to either (part of) the conception or the addressee. This section will show how writing is conceptualized. Unlike speakers who add on parts of utterances, writers put linguistic units in linear shapes (linearization) according to what he or she is trying to express, as will be shown in Section 4.1. The management of language production, while realized as mental gaze monitoring in speech, manifests itself as linguistic manipulation in writing: intentions to "delete", "move", "insert", or "embed" particular linguistic forms, as argued in Section 4.2.
Adding on for linguistic form linearization
Language production in writing is also partially based on Biber et al.'s (1999 Biber et al.'s ( : 1068 "add-on strategy". Writers might produce internal speech, in which they add on parts of utterances, and put part by part in a word, phrase, or clause in writing. In this respect, writing production can be comparable to speech production. However, the two modes differ in their primary effect of language production. Adding parts of utterances in speaking is basically supposed to effect meaning accumulation at the time of speech, whereas adding words, phrases, or clauses in writing is first and foremost intended to linearize those linguistic forms, with the accumulation of their meanings left up to readers to conduct in a later time of reading. Writing production is by nature spatial rather than temporal as long as its product is necessarily spatialized by being written or printed.
We will first examine the writing event conception with respect to English example (2a). First the writer may conceive of 'last Wednesday', as the speaker of (1a) does in the speech event conception, and write it down on the display as depicted in Figure   5 (a) or otherwise on the paper with a pen. Next the writer conceives of 'his or her going to work' and writes it down, as in Figure 5 (b). Once written down, the previously attended parts of the recording will be forgotten; the sound images gradually go away from the upper balloon in Figures 7(b-d) .
While the product of writing is supposed to be linear, the orientation and direction of its linear structure can be of some variation in different languages. In English, the product of writing goes from left to right, while in Hebrew, for example, it goes from right to left. In Japanese, the writing product can be aligned vertically from top to bottom as well as horizontally from left to right. Though too natural to mention, it should be noted once again that the product of writing on the display or paper can go either horizontally or vertically but the lines returned invariably run from top to bottom, not vice versa. This latter rule seems universal in modern human languages. These facts must have great influence on how the writing production is conceptualized in writers of any language.
Unlike speaking primarily aimed to effect meaning accumulation at the time of speech, writing is first and foremost conceptualized as linearizing linguistic forms either vertically or horizontally with their lines running from top to bottom in any case. Such meaning accumulation as assumed in speaking is largely postponed until readers later read and try to understand those linguistic forms. Writers are only engaged in meaning accumulation as a self-rehearsal of prospective reading, which has a very different effect from the case of speaking.
Linguistic form manipulation as writing production management
As argued in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, pragmatic particles and markers in Japanese and English can be viewed as marking the speaker's mental gaze monitoring, which can be best understood as the management of speech production. This section demonstrates that the management of writing production is realized instead as manipulations of pragmatic particles or markers in writing as well, for instance, when we write a letter to a particular person. However, that should be understood as a verbatim transcription of an addressed speech rather than authentic writing. Writers' mental gaze, if any, would be directed to linguistic units (letters, characters, words, phrases, etc.) corresponding to those on the paper or display they are working on. It can be equated with the writers' conceptual (and actual) linguistic form manipulations: intentions to "delete", "move", "insert", or "embed" particular linguistic forms in the conception of writing event.
Here we will examine the writing event conception of English example (2b). First the writer may conceive of 'It's terrible', as the speaker does in the speech event conception, and writes it down on the display as depicted here or otherwise on the paper with a pen.
Next the writer may specify that terrible thing, as he or she would if he or she speaks it out. The writing conception so far is depicted in Figure 9 (a). Unlike a speaker, the writer may delete it's, as indicated with a green broken-line arrow in Figure 9 (b), which amounts to a linguistic manipulation. The writer will perform further manipulations such as movement (the exchange of terrible and the unemployment down there) and insertion (adding of is), as depicted in Figures 9(c-d) ,
to compact the overall product of writing. The primary effect of writing production is this compacting of linguistic forms, as indicated in orange letters in Figure 9 (d).
For another instance, we will consider the case where the writer produces the writing or script in (4) from the transcription of recording in (3). After transcribing all the utterances by Reynard as diagramed in Figure 10 As we have seen so far, writing is produced not merely by adding on but linearizing linguistic forms, and the management of writing production is shaped as linguistic form manipulations. The writing event conception thus differs to a much greater degree than linguists normally assume from the speech event conception. Both writing and speaking are basic forms or modes of human language production. Besides, their
products cannot be clearly distinguished as one or the other: a transcription of speech is, for instance, a product of writing (transcription) as well as one of speaking.
However, the producer's self-conceptions of the relevant language production at the time of production can be distinguished. Writers envision themselves as linearizing and manipulating linguistic forms to compact them, while speakers envisage themselves as adding on parts of each utterance to accumulate the evoked meanings into a composite whole conception of event or state along with monitoring their own mental gaze directed to the conceptual content or their addressees.
Distinct conceptions of language production motivating different grammars
Speech production and writing production are accompanied by different kinds of linguistic units will naturally differ considerably between the two modes of language production. Different linguistic theories have proposed diverse linguistic representations (simpler ones diagramed in terms of "nested boxes", "a tree" (Langacker 2014: 18) , or bracketing and more elaborated ones like "Functional Hierarchy", "Grammatical Constituency", "Conceptual Content", and "Coded Content" (Langacker 2014: 43) . Some are merely "conceived metaphorically" (Langacker 2014: 18), while some are irrelevant to speaking or writing. Theories of each grammar should thus be analyzed and accounted for with reference to their appropriate conception of language production and its linguistic representation.
Grammars of speaking and writing described in an appropriate conception of language production
As demonstrated in Sections 3 and 4, language users have distinct conceptions of language production for speaking and writing, respectively. Adding on parts of utterances and mental gaze monitoring comprise essential components of the speech event conception. Conversely, those components are basically extraneous to the writing event conception. Instead, it is linearization of linguistic units and manipulations of linguistic form (deletion, movement, insertion, embedding, etc.) that are integral parts of the writing event conception. Table 1 summarizes the two distinct conceptions of language production. In the speech event conception, the co-present participant in language production is a speaker or a speaker and addressee. The means of production is adding on of parts of utterances.
The major production management is realized as mental gaze monitoring. The primary effect of production amounts to meaning accumulation. On the other hand, in the writing event conception, the co-present participant in language production is a writer alone. 15 The means of production is linearization of linguistic units (letters, characters, words, phrases, clauses, etc.). The chief production management is embodied in linguistic form manipulation. The primary effect of production amounts to compacting of linguistic forms. As long as language users conceptualize their language production quite differently in speaking and writing, the grammars that underlie those two different modes of language production will naturally be different accordingly. Therefore, the grammars of speaking and writing should, respectively, be described in an appropriate conception of language production. Pragmatic markers introduced in Section 2 are ancillary to speaking; so their meaning and function in "initial", "medial", and "final" position (Degand & Fagard 2011; Izutsu & Izutsu 2013 ) concern the grammar of speaking and thus are appropriately accounted for in the speech event conception. In the same vein, punctuation, capitalization, and other editing processes, peculiar to writing, will be treated appropriately in the writing event conception. So-called ellipsis, abbreviation, passivization, causativization, pronominalization, relativization, subordination, coordination, dislocation, insertion and so forth can only be described in terms of production management in writing. They are all extraneous to the product of spontaneous speech. We must not forget that those editing processes are what can only be done on linguistic forms once linearized in some way, not what can be done before the linearization. Therefore, any attempt to account for sentences excerpted from spontaneous speech in terms of editing processes will be misleading and inappropriate.
Implications for theories of grammars
Generative Grammar (e.g., Chomsky 1986) assumes that sentences are derived through syntactic operations such as "deletion", "movement", "insertion", "embedding", and so on; the theory can thus be viewed as being modeled more on language users' conception of writing. As argued in Section 3.1, such syntactic operations cannot be located in the conception of spontaneous speech production. The linguistic structures conventionally represented by means of tree diagrams or bracketing can hardly be recognized as configurations that parts of utterances manifest. The add-on structure of speech can hardly be dealt with in the Generative Grammar framework. planned writing): "Functional Hierarchy", "Grammatical Constituency", "Conceptual Content", and "Coded Content". The four structures may be useful for linguistic descriptions in general, but they are redundant in overlapping one another with regard to many respects. Some facets of the structures are superfluous or irrelevant to spontaneous speech.
As long as speakers entertain a self-conception of engaging in adding one part of utterance after another for meaning accumulation, grammar of speaking does not require hierarchical linguistic structures but only presuppose conceptually ordered "add-on" (Biber et al. 1999 ) and "grouping" (Langacker 1997 ) of utterance parts. Only necessary constituency, if any, would be concerned with a verb or adposition (preposition or postposition) plus its complement nominal, a nominal plus its adnominal, and a clause plus a subordinating connective, but their constituency can be better treated simply as the relative order of those paired elements, not calling for a hierarchical concept of constituency.
As far as speaking is concerned, the hierarchical configurations including the notion of "embedding" reside in semantic contents treated as "Conceptual Content" or "Coded Content", not in functions or linguistic forms viewed as "Functional Hierarchy" or "Grammatical Constituency." 16 In writing, the linguistic forms, visible on the paper or display and susceptible to conceptual manipulations, could only be metaphorically (cf. Recent studies propose to recognize two distinct grammars: "Sentence Grammar" vs.
"Thetical Grammar" (Heine et al. 2013; Kaltenböck et al. 2011; Kaltenböck & Heine 2014) or "Microgrammar" vs. "Macrogrammar" (Haselow 2016) . Sentence Grammar (SG) and Thetical Grammar (TG) are respectively responsible for the production of "propositional concepts and clauses" and for the production of " "parenthetical"
constructions and various extra-clausal units such as vocatives, imperatives, formulae of social exchange, and interjections" (Heine et al. 2013: 155) .
The distinction of two grammars largely conforms with Fraser's (1996: 188) claim that "the sentence (read "semantic") meaning is comprised of two parts: A propositional content; and a set of pragmatic markers". He views the meaning as "the information encoded by linguistic expressions" and the propositional content as representing "a state of the world which the speaker wishes to bring to the addressee's attention" (1996:
167). He argues: "These pragmatic markers, taken to be separate and distinct from the propositional content of the sentence, are the linguistically encoded clues which signal the speaker's potential communicative intentions" (1996: 168). Thetical Grammar and
Macrogrammar elements can therefore be safely equated with pragmatic markers in
Fraser's sense.
We can now see that the two distinct grammars proposed correspond by and large to the grammar of directed or addressed speech production (typical of spontaneous speech) and the grammar of not specifically addressed writing production (representative of writing), respectively. Thetical Grammar (Kaltenböck et al. 2011) and Macrogrammar (Haselow 2016 ) largely reflect attentional management in the conception of addressed speech production. Sentence Grammar (Kaltenböck et al. 2011 ) and Microgrammar (Haselow 2016 ) concern linguistic form manipulation in the conception of writing production as well as adding on of utterance parts in the conception of speech production.
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ISSN 2453-8035 DOI: 10.1515/lart-2017-0013 Kaltenböck et al. (2011: 876) see Sentence and Thetical Grammars as "two main domains of discourse grammar" that need to be "distinguished on account of the contrasting syntactic, prosodic, and semantic features each is associated with". Heine et al. (2013: 191) Fraser also implies that pragmatic markers are not necessarily separated from the rest of the sentence. Observing that pragmatic markers usually occur in sentence-initial position as in (9) but may also occur medially or finally as in (10), he points out that when occurring medially or finally, "the marker is set off by a comma intonation to distinguish it from a homophonous form used as part of the proposition" (1996: 170). (10) a. John is, I admit, the best person by far for the job.
b. She was, confidentially, a bright scholar and a fantastic athlete.
c.
Harry is going to go, however. (Fraser 1996: 170) In some of his examples including (9d), however, pragmatic markers take place in initial and medial positions with no comma (intonation), as exemplified in (11) and (12), excluding (12b). Similar uses of please will be possible in final position as well. (11) (Fraser 1996: 175) As argued above, one major difference between the event conceptions of speaking and writing suggests itself as the language user's mental attendance to language production itself, which we call language production management. This typically manifests as 
Conclusion
This study analysed the phenomenon called "spacing out" or "delay" and demonstrated how it is intrinsic to a speaker's self-reflectional conception of language production and extraneous to a writer's self-reflectional conception of language production. Speaking and writing condition each language user to assume distinct conceptions of language production, whereby the speech event and the writing event conceptions motivate significantly different (uses of) grammatical devices within as well as across languages.
We demonstrated that the relevant phenomenon reflects mental gaze monitoring, which comprises an essential part of the speech event conception, speech production management, in English and Japanese. We also showed that linguistic form manipulation amounts to similar language production management in the writing event conception. This is one of the reasons that pragmatic markers adopted for mental gaze monitoring are somewhat misleadingly referred to as "editing expressions" even in otherwise excellent and insightful research such as Clark (2002) and Clark and Fox Tree (2002) .
As long as the speech event and the writing event conceptions differ considerably from each other, grammars of speaking and writing should, respectively, be described in an appropriate conception of language production. Speaking is conceptualized as the the present discussion, we will take a broader perspective of the speaker's attendance in thinking, speaking, and caring in the speech event conception. In addition to speaking out by referring to each part of the conception, he or she wants the addressee to evoke, the speaker is supposed to attend to either the conception itself (thinking to see what it is like and how its parts can be named) or the addressee (caring to keep the addressee in communicative interaction).
6 Clark & Krych (2004: 62) observe: "Speakers monitor not just their own actions, but those of their addressees, taking both into account as they speak", which they call "selfmonitoring" and "other-monitoring", respectively. Our notion of metal gaze monitoring might be closer to the former but seems different in nature. It is not the monitoring of the speaker's own (let alone the addressee's) physical action but the monitoring of the speaker's mental gaze.
7 The speaker's rehearsal of meaning accumulation in our discussion is closely associated with Langacker's notion of "coding" and its "intersubjective" and "dynamic"
natures: "The transition between conceptual and semantic structure is effected by coding, i.e. the activation of linguistic units for interpreting conceptual and phonetic experience. Whether it is prompted by the conception (encoding) or by the sounds (decoding), the speaker and hearer must both carry out this task. The process is intersubjective, as each interlocutor assesses the other's experience through a partial simulation. It is also dynamic, as both meaning and expression unfold through time" (Langacker 2014: 25) .
8 Maynard (1993: 183) refers to -yo and -ne (-sa too) as "interactional particles" due to the "prominent interactional nature". Focusing her analysis on their occurrences at the sentence-final position, she attempts an explanation of -yo and -ne in terms of "Conversation Management" (1993: 209) and "Discourse Modality Manipulation" (1993: 219) . She concludes that "ultimately through the particles yo and ne one expresses one's subjectivity, emotion and voice" (1993: 220).
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9 Some of the pragmatic markers exemplified here (yappa(ri) 'still', demo 'but', and dakara 'so') could be used to mark addressee-directed mental gaze monitoring as well.
But in that case, they are far more likely to be accompanied by pragmatic particles of addressee-directed mental gaze monitoring such as -ne and -sa, or by vowel prolongation and light rising intonation with a similar monitoring effect. Fraser (1996: 169, fn. 3) points out that phonological features such as intonation and stress can represent the functions of pragmatic markers. 10 The distinction between the conception-and the addressee-directed mental gaze monitoring should not be confused with the difference between monologue and dialogue. There can be diverse kinds of monologue (spoken out loud or internal) and dialogue (spoken out loud or internal pretended). The conception-directed mental gaze monitoring can be employed in both monologue and dialogue. The addressee-directed mental gaze monitoring can be adopted in an internal pretended dialogue as well as dialogue spoken out loud. Maynard (1993: 68-69) What are exactly the criteria for distinguishing between the conception-and addresseedirectedness of pragmatic markers? It may also matter how consciously speakers entertain a speech event conception like the one that the present discussion argues for.
We owe all these insightful questions to Ad Foolen. For the time being, they may not 
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Résumé in English
This study addresses the phenomenon called "spacing out" or "delay" as a case study that demonstrates that speaking and writing condition the language users to assume distinct conceptions of language production, thereby motivating significantly different (uses of) grammatical devices within as well as across languages. We argue that the relevant phenomenon reflects mental gaze monitoring, an essential part of the conception of speech production in English and Japanese. Mental gaze monitoring serves as language production management in the speech event conception, while linguistic form manipulation amounts to the corresponding management in the writing event conception. Observing that the phenomenon treated as "spacing out" or "delay" is mostly indicated by pragmatic markers in English and by pragmatic particles as well as markers of comparison in Japanese, we discuss how speakers conceptualize their own speech production and management to show that those markers and particles serve to mark the speakers' monitoring of their own mental gaze directed to either the conceptual content or the addressee in the conception of speech production. Thereafter, we discuss how writers conceptualize their own writing production and management and demonstrate that linguistic form manipulation in the writing event conception corresponds to mental gaze monitoring as language production management in the speech event conception. Speaking is conceptualized as the speaker's successive adding on of parts of utterances accompanied by mental gaze monitoring with a primary effect of immediate meaning accumulation, while writing is conceptualized as the writer's linearization and manipulations of linguistic units with the compacted forms of the units as a primary effect. This study emphasizes that grammars of speaking and writing should, respectively, be described in an appropriate conception of language production because the speech event and the writing event conceptions differ considerably from each other.
Keywords: speaking, writing, conception of language production, spacing out, delay. Stichwörter: Sprechen, Schreiben, Vorstellung der Sprachproduktion, Ausbringen (spacing out), Verzögerung (delay).
Résumé in French
Cette étude analyse le phénomène appelé "espacer (spacing out)" ou "retard (delay)" comme une méthode des cas qui démontre que l'acte de parler et l'acte d'écrire conditionnent des conceptions distinctes de production linguistique dans les utilisateurs de langues et motivent significativement différent(e)s (utilisations de) dispositifs grammaticaux non seulement à l'intérieur d'une langue, mais encore à travers différentes langues. Nous soutenons que le phénomène en question reflète la surveillance du regard mental (mental gaze monitoring), une partie essentielle de la conception de la production de parole en anglais et en japonais. La surveillance du regard mental sert comme la gestion de la production linguistique dans la conception de l'événement de parler, tandis que la manipulation de formes linguistique équivaut à la gestion correspondante dans la conception de l'événement d'écrire. Après avoir observé que le phénomène traité comme "espacer" ou "retard" est principalement marqué, en anglais, avec des marqueurs pragmatiques et, en japonais, avec des marqueurs comparables et des particules pragmatiques, nous discutons comment les énonciateurs conceptualisent leur propre production de parole et gestion de la production et montrons que ces marqueurs et particules servent à marquer la surveillance du regard mental, qui est orienté soit vers le contenu conceptuel, soit vers le destinataire, dans la conception de la production de parole. Ensuite, nous discutons comment les auteurs conceptualisent leur propre production d'écriture et la gestion de la production et démontrons que la manipulation de formes linguistiques dans la conception de l'événement d'écrire correspond à la surveillance du regard mental comme la gestion de la production de langage dans la conception de l'événement de parler. L'acte de parler est conceptualisé comme l'ajout successif de parties d'énoncés
